Dell and IndigoVision:
Video Surveillance Solutions
A partnership for video surveillance
solutions that make people feel safe.



Always ahead of the game:
Reliable live video monitoring
with ultra low latency



Fast Reaction Times:
Clear presenstation of incidents
and immediate ability to act
accordingy

IndigoVision has over 10,000 installations in over 20 market sectors
including; education, government, health, hospitality, industrial, major
events, mining, petrochemicals, ports, rail, residential, retail and traffic.
Our job is not just providing the best equipment in surveillance security
business. It’s keeping people and their property safe. Our system lets you
monitor and record thousands of cameras, from anywhere, at the same
time. Miss nothing.

The Solution
Control Center: How we make Security Managers feel more secure.
Your job used to be relatively simple.
Catch the bad guys on camera and keep your territory physically secure.
Protect your place, protect your people.





Secure Storage:
Encrypted and tamper proof
recordings, stored for your
relevant retention time

But today the things that can keep you from a good night’s sleep have
grown—-in complexity as well as numbers.

Sacalable system setup:
Based on our distributed network
architecture there is no limit to
the size of your system and no
single point of failure

It can keep you up at night. Suddenly managing security means a lot more
than catching bad guys with cameras on video. You need back-up.

Today you need to maintain cyber security, protect your staff from threats
from every corner and ensure and manage all events with minimal
interruption to your operation.

Staying safe means always staying in control.
IndigoVision’s Control Center is a fully integrated user interface for
managing video, access control and alarms. It puts everything in your
territory at your fingertips.
Easy to install and intuitive to operate, Control Center gives you sight,
sound and oversight of all cameras, from 1 to 100,000.
See everything, hear everything, track everything.
Map-based Monitoring lets you navigate across cameras, while Pursuit
Mode instantly follows any moving object from one camera to the next.
You can respond to any event with fast forensic search.
Is your business expanding? Control Center expands with it. Unrestricted
license allows unlimited installations, cameras or screens. Add cameras and
consoles where you need them.
An Open and integrated network is the safest way to go.
IndigoVision’s unique Distributed Network Architecture removes the need
for a central server – so no single point of failure, greater resilience,
dramatically reduced latency and no network bottlenecks.
It allows Control Center to integrate and manage data from other systems.
ONVIF conformance allows integration with open standards cameras and
devices. IndigoVision's Camera Gateway™ connects cameras from all
major manufacturers using native protocols.

You’re on the move. So are we.
Mobile Center™ extends surveillance beyond the control
room. Security personnel can monitor their system remotely
from any location. Do you have an IOS or Android
smartphone? Then wherever you are, you are in control.
Get safe. Stay safe. Feel safe.
IndigoVision Control Centers are used in over 10,000 sites
worldwide.
From airports to police forces to casinos to warehouses to
neighborhoods or whole cities; we’re a Security Manager’s
best back-up.
And we back-up everything we sell. If you have a problem we
make it our problem. We want you to feel more than just
happy and confident when you choose IndigoVision.
We want you to feel safe.
Cameras and Encoders
From IP Encoders to a complete range of High Resolution
Megapixel Video Cameras: we’ve got your number.
Whether you need to convert your current analogue cameras
to IP, or deploy High Definition IP cameras, IndigoVision has
the best, the most complete IP video security solution.
We've been developing IP video solutions since 1994 to
provide world class hardware for the security market. Trusted
in over 10,000 installations worldwide, IndigoVision’s cameras
are renowned for reliability and innovation.
Think of our NVRs as digital bodyguards.
Bodyguards who never leave you unprotected.
An IndigoVision Network Video Recorder never take a day off,
never has a nap, never stops for a coffee break. It’s always
connected and focused on keeping you safe.
Unlike DVRs, it doesn’t encode or decode. It leaves that to the
cameras and management software.
It keeps its eye on the ball and that ball is to protect you with
full-frame rate HD video recordings from every camera it’s
connected to.
Our Bodyguards are armed to keep you safe.
Each video frame is digitally watermarked as it’s recorded and
exported. Tampering can be detected at any point in the
evidence chain.
With automatic redundancy and failover, a second NVR can
set to takeover recording if a primary NVR ever fails.
Automatically. No user intervention needed.
Or you can double your protection by setting a second NVR to
record the same video in parallel.

Center, the world’s most advanced video management
software, these bodyguards become brainier and brawnier.
To demonstrate the benefits of software that is intrinsically
part of the hardware, pick up an iPhone. “It Just Works”.
The same with IndigoVision, software that’s intrinsically part of
the hardware. You get end-to-end benefits like a system that’s
future-proofed for a guaranteed 10 years. Our Distributed
Network Architecture means no management servers so no
single point of failure. You also get easy scalability. More
cameras? Slap them in wherever you need them. Need more
recorders: add them.
Dell Platforms
IndigoVision Control Center software is tested and approved
to work on Dell Optiplex Desktop and Dell Precision Mobile
and Fixed Workstations
About IndigoVision
Others make cameras. We make people safe. The purpose of a
security system is to make you safe and feel safe. That
includes your person, business, property and budget. We
design your system end-to-end, with no single point of failure,
so it's reliable. We design it with Distributed Network
Architecture so it's flexible. Add any number of cameras and
work stations effortlessly and we make it smart, so your old
analogue cameras will migrate to IP and work with our HD
cameras. You can integrate other HD cameras where and
when you need them or other manufacturers' security systems
using our Software Development Kit, such as Access Control,
Communication Systems and Perimeter Detection. A global
support team back it all up so your problem is our problem.
That's when you discover that safe is a wonderful feeling.
The Dell Technology Partner Program
IndigoVision is a Dell Technology Partner and our video
surveillance solution is certified by Dell to run on the Dell
platforms specified in the above technical overview.
The Dell Technology Partner Program is a multi-tier program
that includes ISVs, IHVs and Solution Providers. This global
program helps partners build innovative and competitive
business solutions using Dell platforms. Program resources
keep customer costs low and helps to sustain
competitiveness.
The program has a structured and streamlined process that
combines technology and business strategies with Dell
Solution Center expertise to onboard and test partner
products on Dell platforms. This testing process helps ensure
that products have met the technical requirements to perform
well on Dell platforms.

IndigoVision supports all major cameras. But working in
harness with our own market leading cameras and Control
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